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About SpearMC Consulting

Founded in 2004, SpearMC specializes in:
 PeopleSoft FSCM, HCM, SCM, ELM, Grants

Management
 PeopleSoft Hosting on Oracle Cloud

Infrastructure
 Hyperion EPM and PBCS
 PeopleSoft and Tools Training
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 PeopleSoft Testing as a Service
 Resell PeopleSoft & Hyperion
 PTF and Test Automation
 OBIEE Business Intelligence
 PeopleSoft Managed Services

About SpearMC Consulting

Hackensack Meridian presenter

Gary R. Wilhelm, Sr.
• Vice President, Business Applications
• Hackensack Meridian Health
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Hackensack Meridian Health
• Hackensack Meridian Health is a leading not-for-profit health care
organization that is the most comprehensive and truly integrated health care
network in New Jersey, offering a complete range of medical services,
innovative research and life-enhancing care.
• The health care network comprises 13 hospitals, including two academic
medical centers, two children’s hospitals and nine community hospitals,
physician practices, more than 120 ambulatory care centers, surgery
centers, home health services, long-term care and assisted living
communities, ambulance services, lifesaving air medical transportation,
fitness and wellness centers, rehabilitation centers, and urgent care and
after-hours centers.
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Hackensack Meridian Health
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State of PeopleSoft
PeopleSoft HCM 9.2,
PeopleTools 8.56
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human Resources
Absence Management
Benefits
Benefits Administration
eBenefits
eCompensation
eProfile
Time and Labor
Payroll for North America
ePay
Directory Interface
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PeopleSoft FSCM 9.2,
PeopleTools 8.56
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing
Accounts Payable
Materials Management
Inventory
Enterprise Financials
Contracts
Enterprise Grants
Project Costing
Cash Management

Other Applications
• PeopleSoft Interaction
Hub 9.1, PeopleTools 8.56
• UPK Professional

SpearMC presenters

Venkat Gandham
• QA and Test Automation
• SpearMC Consulting
• Venkat.Gandham@spearmc.com
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Introduction

Why is Test automation needed for PeopleSoft ERP?
 To reduce the cost and time involved in manual testing in general
 To reduce the cost of overall PUMs implementation and applying PUMs
more frequently

 To effectively implementing selective adoption
 To reduce the cost of regression testing due to major infrastructure
changes
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Introduction

Some Test automation tools
PTF : Part of PeopleTools, does understand PeopleSoft
metadata. During application upgrade or customizations to the application PTF makes the related
test case maintenance easy and cost effective by reporting the broken scripts. No additional
licensing cost to use the tool
SELENIUM : Not part of PeopleTools, does not understand PeopleSoft metadata. During
application upgrade or customizations Selenium can not identify the broken scripts. The only way
to identify the broken scripts is to run all scripts in the inventory. Open source tool, no licensing
cost to use the tool
QTP : Not part of PeopleTools, does not understand PeopleSoft metadata. During application
upgrade or customizations QTP can not identify the broken scripts. The only way to identify the
broken scripts is to run all scripts in the inventory. Licensing costs are involved in using the tool.
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Objectives of PTF Implementation
Leverage Oracle delivered PeopleSoft Test Framework for the following
 Replace manual testing with PTF automation for Unit, Systemic, Integration
and Regression testing
 Provide a unified repository of re-usable and adaptable test scripts that can
continue to evolve with application changes
 To save time for functional SMEs by replacing routine manual testing with PTF
scripts
 To save time for technical developers by replacing routine manual unit testing
with PTF scripts to help deliver higher quality code to System Integration
Testing

 Reduce effort/cost of PUM and regular enhancement project regression
testing
 Increase systematic change, monitoring and auditing of test scripts
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PTF Overview Highlights
 Automate functional testing, integrating with PeopleSoft metadata
• When PTF records a test, it recognizes the metadata, the actual name of
a field rather than the position of that field on a page
• If the field is moved in a subsequent revision, PTF is still able to locate it
when the test is executed
• Similar to recording & replaying “Macro” key strokes on transactions
 In PeopleTools 8.54 & 8.55, the focus is on providing smart automation

• Running tests based on what has happened in your application
• Determine which tests require modification and which tests need to be
run

• Usability enhancements for creating, administering, recording, and
executing tests
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PeopleSoft Test Framework Overview
Configuring
PTF Clients

Cleaning
Up Tests

Executing
Tests &
Reviewing
Logs
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Creating
Tests

Recording
Tests

PTF Key Features


Record and Playback tool



Automates Functional testing within PeopleSoft Application



More tests - Greater Accuracy- Shorter time



Stored in Database as App Designer Objects
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Benefits of PTF


Automates testing process



Expedites testing process



Few resources required for testing



More consistent testing across environments



Can be utilized for both Technical and Functional testing



Low effort to migrate test objects across environments



Low effort to upgrade and maintain test cases
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Record and Playback

 PTF works by replicating the actions of a single user executing functional
tests against the PeopleSoft browser-based application
 Users can record manual test procedures and save them within the
framework
 Users can execute those tests against the application to verify whether
the application still behaves as expected
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PTF is natively symbiotic with your PeopleSoft
environment
 PeopleSoft Testing Framework is a delivered and maintained in PeopleTools
 PTF clients are installed on your PTF test developer machines

 Your PeopleSoft test instance can be used for recording PTF scripts and there
is there is no need for a dedicated environment
 Configure PTF in TST environment
 Automated testing can continue to evolve and expand across the
application processes
 PTF tests can be migrated across environments
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PTF collaborates with other PeopleTools

• PTF tests can run processes and reports through Process Scheduler, as well as
queries and Data Mover programs
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PeopleTools Metadata

 When PTF records a test, it recognizes the metadata, the actual name of a
field rather than the position of that field on a page
 If the field is moved in a subsequent revision, PTF is still able to locate it when
the test is executed
 If field is added/removed/modified, audit reports will identify discrepancies
between underlying objects and script metadata.
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Type of Testing and PTF usage
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Type of project and PTF usage
PTF is commonly leveraged to expedite testing in:
 New Implementation projects
 Limited / No existing testing documentation
 Limited functional resources to participate in testing
 Highly customized environment
 Significant ongoing development projects
 Routinely deploying patches and fixes Savings on cost to buy a separate test
automation software
 PUM testing
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Managing Change Impact
PTF delivers two tools that help test developers to determine the effect of
changes:
 Test maintenance reports
A test maintenance report correlates PeopleTools compare report data with
PTF test metadata to identify certain changes to menus, components,
pages, records, and fields that may impact the PTF tests.
 Test coverage reports
A test coverage report correlates PeopleTools project data with PTF test
metadata to identify menus, components, pages, records, and fields that
are referenced in PTF tests.
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Test Maintenance Report
A test maintenance report lists the tests that have been impacted by changes to menus,
components, records, pages, and fields, and details the changes that impacted those
tests. You can choose to output the report to PIA or to BI Publisher.
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Test Coverage Report
Use a Test Coverage report to determine which objects have tests and which do
not. Objects without a test represent a potential gap in the test coverage.
Test Coverage Report
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PTF has some Limitations
 PeopleSoft Testing Framework does not work outside PIA instance.
 Example:
 Scripts between PS HCM and Taleo will not work. It will only work inside
PS HCM.
 Scripts between PS FSCM and Enterprise Data Warehouse will only in
PS FSCM.
 Test steps that involve any manual interventions such as File Scanning
transactions shall be excluded for automation scope
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PTF Implementation Approach
 Evaluate current testing methodology and manual test scripts
 Create or Confirm the scope for PTF tests.
 Map the selected PTF tests to PeopleSoft project in scope
 Record PTF tests and organize them into folders
 Train HMH PTF implementation team members on PTF framework and best
practices
 Implement PTF tests for the PeopleSoft project in scope
 Avoid building complex login into PTF tests , make it easy to run and generate
new test cases for users
 Make it to maintain test data and deploy quickly for new project
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Assess Requirements and Scope of Automation
 Understand depth and/or gaps in manual test scripts inventory
 Determine appropriate transformation of manual to automated

o Establish criteria for selecting scripts to be automated from existing
inventory
 Identify opportunities for addressing gaps in testing
 Identify and prioritize desired application processes and features to leverage
PTF automated testing in Phase II

 Recommend and provide a roadmap for successfully implementing in-scope
PTF
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Resource Requirements
Standard Resource Requirements
 Project manager
 Tech Lead
 PTF Solution Consultant
 PTF script developers (can be HMH and/or external resources)
 Functional Lead for evaluating and creating scope for test suites
 Unit, Functional and Regression
 HMH SMEs to provide manual test scripts business process and scenario docs
 HMH will provide reasonable documentation of manual test scripts
 HMH will provide business process and scenarios documentation required to
develop PTF shell tests

 HMH will to provide valid data sets for all PTF tests
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Environment/ Infrastructure Needs


TST environment can be used for recording PTF scripts, there is no need for a dedicated
environment



Configure PTF in TST environment



Install PTF client on PTF developer machines



PTF tests can be migrated across environments
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Pre-requisite for Creating PTF Tests
 Reasonable documentation of manual test scripts
 Familiarity PeopleSoft Navigation
 Understanding of business process to create a shell test
 Shell test specifications
 Document additional Logic/ validation during business process to be incorporated into PTF
tests and Shell tests
 Data set provided by business team to create a test/shell case
 Static
 Dynamic
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Implementation Methodology
Defining Test Automation Requirements and scope


Current state of testing and pain points



Inventory of current manual tests



Identify the requirements



Writing specifications



Design test simple enough for user adoption



Avoid coding complex logic and make it easy to maintain/support long term
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Best Practices
PTF Best Practices


Keep your Desktop Simple



Adopt Naming Conventions



Record First as much information as possible



Document Tests



Clean Up Tests



Use Configuration and Execution Options



Use Page Prompting



Use the Process Step Type



Make Tests Dynamic



Reduce Duplication
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PTF Explorer User Interface
 Assets appear in a tree
structure with collapsible
folders for organizing test
assets
 Use of PTF Explorer





Create tests and folders
Delete tests and folders
Copy and move tests
Rename tests and test
cases
 Navigate to and open test
assets.
 Associate tests with
Application Designer
projects.
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PTF Editor
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Record and edit test steps.
Add, copy, and delete test
steps
Create and edit test cases
View both test and test case
in a single view
Debug tests.

PTF Test Recorder/Play
Show Test Recorder

Test Recorder










Test Play
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Open a test
Launch the test recorder
Hook a browser
Start recording
Perform the test steps in the
PeopleSoft application
Stop recording
Close the rest recorder
Save the test

PTF Test
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Record and edit test steps.
Add, copy, and delete test
steps
Create and edit test cases
View both test and test
case in a single view
Debug tests.

Tests and Test Cases


PTF test explanation (steps related to actions)



How PTF test action relate to the target application and/or module



Create, record and execute tests and test cases



Developing Tests using PTF Test Language



Test Logs: PTF Explorer location and purpose
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PTF Shell Test
 A shell test is a type of test that is meant to be used primarily to call other tests.
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Test.Exec - calling other tests.
DataMover.Exec - calling data mover scripts
Query.Exec - running queries
Log.Message and Log.Screenshot.
Variable.Set_Value - manipulating variables

PTF Log Manager
Log Details
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Operationalizing PTF


Creating and maintaining core PTF suites



Copying from core and creating PTF suite specific to a project/cycle.



Test data management using delivered features and best practices



Migrating PTF across test environments



Upgrading PTF to newer tools version



Generating test data metrics after each automation cycle



Scripts and queries to be used in operations – PS Queries, DMS scripts etc.
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Who is the Quest Community?
A 55,000+ member user community for Oracle
Cloud, JD Edwards and PeopleSoft customers.

What the Quest PeopleSoft Community offers:
Customized digital content
Official PeopleSoft newsletter
Customer success stories
Virtual and face-to-face events
PeopleSoft networking groups
Visit www.QuestDirect.org for more information!
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